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Foreword

Creating a sustainable social enterprise, capable of long-term growth is
challenging. As a team you have to be good at business first and
foremost, as without a solid business focus your social enterprise will
have no income. However, once the business is underway, the
challenge is to concentrate on the social impact whilst still delivering
on client service.
In the first year of trading for SharpFutures, last year’s annual report set out
the products and services of the business and reported a healthy financial
outlook and establishment of a burgeoning business. In year two, the focus
has been on the ‘Social Return on Investment’ and really making a
difference by securing the support to scale the model.
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It is testament to the dedicated SharpFutures team that we are able to report
a 100% success rate for the apprentices involved in the initial pilot, who have
graduated into employment or a higher level apprenticeship. We are also
reporting an increased in our social impact. We have reached more young
people with our message and secured the organisation’s growth for the next
two years and look forward to a healthy new partnership with Creative
Skillset in 2014 - 2016.
New opportunities also arise for SharpFutures in 2014 with the development
of The Space Project in West Gorton and the interest of new clients as the
demand for social change through purchasing power is increasing.
SharpFutures remains committed to its core objectives to grow new entrants
for the Creative Digital sector with the right attitude and aptitude to succeed.
As we enter our third year, we are delighted to say, we think we are definitely
on the right tracks.
Rose Marley CEO
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Our aim is to Seed, Nurture & Grow talent
and skills for the Creative Digital sector
SharpFutures is a Creative Digital agency that
supports young people into employment.
We SEED ideas through services for education, we NURTURE the best talent we find
through employment opportunities and real working experience, and we GROW
through the sale of our business products and services.

This report will demonstrate how SharpFutures has delivered on its aims and
objectives across 2014, as outlined in our constitution:


To build the capacity of deprived communities through nurturing, educating
and growing talent to enhance and expand the creative and digital sector in
the UK.



To create and sustain careers.



The advancement of education in Creative and Digital Sectors.



To build capacity and opportunity across the sector from deprived
communities.



To open access to talent from a wider social background



To produce local economic wealth and to grow the Creative Digital sector in
the UK.
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1. Context

“Creative Digital is one of the most
valuable and important contributing
factors to UK economic growth.”
A report published by the IPPR earlier this year showed that from 2008-2012 the
creative sector in the UK grew by 15.6% - faster than any other industry aside from
real estate - while in 2012 alone, GVA of the creative sector grew at a pace six times
faster than the overall economy. It is against this backdrop that the contribution made
by the North West must be measured, with £3.5 billion spent in recent years helping
to transform Manchester into a global hub for creative industries.
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Television production has also taken on an extra level of significance and economic
value, with the Government’s high end tax breaks introduced in 2013 now firmly
taking hold and transforming the marketplace. Increased demand to make television
in the UK has led to dwindling available studio space in the capital and as production
companies look to the regions to make the TV hits of tomorrow, the success of The
Sharp Project and the emergence of The Space Project are there to ensure the North
West is able to play host to these valuable opportunities.

It’s within these dynamic, creative industries
that SharpFutures operates and where the
impact the organisation is set up to deliver,
continues to grow in value and significance.
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2. Our Services
Seed – Nurture - Grow

We SEED ideas through workshops
and services for education and
learning.
SharpFutures provides insights into Creative Digital careers, manages
expectations, creates hands-on experience and inspires new entrants to join
our Talent Pool. We have developed services for schools and learning to
develop a better understanding of the opportunities and needs across the
Creative Digital sector.
As a business, the financial turnover of the company has remained comparable to the
previous year. However, there has been a significant increase in the Social Impact
from the company’s investment across the Seed activity. This is clearly illustrated by
the growth of the Creative Digital Experience Days programme which has increased
nearly 5-fold within 12 months.
From creating hands-on experiences with different technologies and disciplines
across the Creative Digital sector, to inspirational talks and have-a-go sessions,
SharpFutures provides a valuable insight into the different careers, entry points and
pathways into the sector. Our aim is to capture the imaginations of young people and
new entrants to the sector, and inspire the next generation to join our Talent Pool.

This day is needed as we are not equipped with the
knowledge of this ever changing industry.
Lisa Alberti, Director of Learning, MCMA.
They got a really good insight into what each
individual does within each company. The range of
jobs available is endless and this gives the students a
good sense of ambition with something to work for.
S.Dockery, Manchester Communication Academy
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i) Creative Digital Experience Days
Building on the initial pilot of the Creative Digital Experience Days in 2012/13,
SharpFutures was re-commissioned by Manchester City Council to deliver an
additional programme of 24 Experience Days to Manchester schools and
colleges across the academic year. Pupils ranged from Year 8’s to Year 12’s who
were beginning to think about career pathways after school.
The Creative Digital Experience Day provides a great opportunity for both staff
and students to get out of the classroom and take part in a valuable learning
experience from the world of work. Each Experience Day was programmed
individually to reflect the group interests and are designed to:



Provide an overview of the Creative Digital sector in Manchester and
showcase the growth opportunities for young people and their future
careers;



Introduce the groups to industry experts who presented their individual
specialisms;



Advise on the opportunities available at SharpFutures;



Develop an understanding of the pathways and expectations of a career
in Creative Digital, including freelance and portfolio careers.



Engage with school staff to develop their understanding of the Careers
Advice for employment pathways into Creative Digital.

2013

2014

5

21

Numbers of pupils

103

337

Percentage of sign ups to the

65%

81%

20

100

Creative Digital Experience Days

National Apprenticeship service
Number of workshops delivered

It has made me think about my own future and if to go into an
Apprenticeship or not.
Connah, Year 9, Loreto High School
Today was very good as it has broadened my understanding
and knowledge of future careers for example UX. I will now look
into a graphic design job.
Jamie, Year 10, Wright Robinson
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The programme brought 337 pupils from across Manchester to The Sharp
Project for their bespoke Creative Digital Experience Day. During their visit, the
groups learnt about and experienced the Creative Digital sector and The Sharp
Project in particular.
SharpFutures offered a range of Creative Digital workshops to schools in
conjunction with tenants from The Sharp Project. These were in the following
subjects:


UX Design An insight into one of the fastest growing careers in Creative
Digital. Younger pupils are tasked to create a perfect iPad screen for
one of their classmates. Older pupils tackle re-creating the layout of
their school’s website using the wire framing techniques.



Coding Pupils learn three codes in 30 minutes! In small groups pupils
practise HTML, CSS and JavaScript to create their own webpage.



Mini Games Jam Using Unity 3D, pupils create their own functioning
computer game from scratch.



Film Editing Working in a Mac suite to edit their own explosive film! The
pupils take home a copy of their editing skills on DVD.



Green Screen Journalism A hands on insight into the world of
broadcast journalism with students taking on the role of camera
operator, sound crew, director, script writer and presenter to create their
own live studio link in The Sharp Project’s Green Screen studios.



Guerrilla Marketing exploring the world of alternative digital marketing
and street art, pupils create their own designs and get feedback from
users of Instagram.



The Write Stuff An introduction into advertising and the life of a
freelance copywriter. Pupil’s come up with ideas for their own brand of
trainers and pitch to industry professionals.



Digital Forensics Pupils learn about the importance of online safety in
this presentation about forensics and the amount of personal
information which can be stored in mobile and digital technology.



Green Screen Presentations Pupils film their own presentations in the
green screen studios, and oversee the editing process used in creating
short virals – with a finished film to take away.
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Digital Fashion Design Using Photoshop, this workshop takes pupils
through the process of creating online fashion designs and hear about
the processes involved in setting up a one woman business.

Today at SharpFutures I’ve
found out about new jobs



Social Media and Viral Marketing With the majority of businesses
having an online presence, marketing using social media is more
relevant than ever. Pupils explore successful viral campaigns and pitch
to create their own.



such as a copy writer.
We created a UX Design,
Green

Screen

Journalism,

computing and copywriting.

Creative Graphic Design A presentation in typography and the most

We experienced a day at

clever brand designs of the past decade inspire the students to create

SharpFutures I thought it was

their own logos using their own creativity.

a fun and interesting day.
Jemima, Parrs Wood High

The workshops were delivered in conjunction with a network of the SME and
Micro businesses based at The Sharp Project.
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School

ii) #DigitalTeapot14 - Inspiring Change
In 2014, SharpFutures continued to inspire young women across the city with insights
and tools to develop careers into the Creative Digital sector. As part of the
International Women’s Week theme – Inspiring Change – SharpFutures recognised
the importance of role models and champions in a sector where women are
underrepresented.
The event bought together 150 women, aged 16 plus, with a keen focus on Creative
Digital skills, with inspirational speakers, business women and entrepreneurs. The
audience took part in an inspiring day of panels, presentations and skills workshops
aimed at celebrating creative women in a Digital Age.

I loved the session I


Award-winning actress and TV Producer Victoria Wood and Endor colleagues

attended on starting your

Hilary Bevan Jones and Paul Frift shared anecdotes and their Essential Top

own online business - I

Tips to becoming a successful TV Producer.


was so inspired I spent

Viktorya Hollings, former Head of Studio, Popcap, in conversation with Laura

the evening coming up

Harper from Shoosmiths, discussed how real change has been made in their

with ideas of things I

worlds by embracing digital technology.

could sell on 'my





Christine Bellamy, Head of Future Media at BBC North, shared what the next
game changers are anticipated to be, and where the career opportunities are

website'!
Charli, Manchester

coming from.




Phil Coen and Graeme Ankers, Social Media & Gaming experts respectively,
discussed how social media and new technologies like second screen are
changing the future of how we consume content.




Blog Your Way to Success by Paul Aspden, Mediasmiths




How to use LinkedIn to Land your Dream Job by Ann Davis, BizWizUK



From YouTube to Netflix: Why Netflix is the future of broadcast and how



to get involved by Mark Ashmore, Future Artists


 Be the next ASOS! How to set up an Online Shop by Stuart
Almond, Mediasmiths.

“I learned how to make money
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by blogging. I also learned
how to make social

As a result of #DigitalTeapot14, more young women were exposed to the
developments and career opportunities across the Creative Digital sector, with a
significant impact in the number of sign ups to the Talent Pool.
Working in recruitment, Lisa Short was already considering setting up her own
business. After attending the #DigitalTeapot14 workshops in Social Media, Lisa
found the confidence to set up her own Social Media business. In the first six months
of trading as ‘Short Cut Social’, Lisa has attracted a dozen clients who work with her
on a monthly retainer basis and is now a Campus member at The Sharp Project.

I enjoyed all the sessions that Digital Teapot offered, and it was fantastically put together. I
learnt something in every session, and as the day unfolded I knew I definitely wanted to
pursue a career in social media marketing.
By the end of the week, I'd thought of a name with the help of one of the SharpFutures
team, I'd opened a bank account and decided to set up my own business, and became a
Campus Member of The Sharp Project.
I started off with a couple of local clients and the rest just came in from referrals. I've
recently just won a sizeable client and hopefully more like this will follow.
The Digital Teapot event was certainly the turning point for me, and I would encourage
anyone that has the opportunity to attend it to do so. It's a fantastic event for young people
and was fantastically run by the young people of SharpFutures too.
Lisa Short, Short Cut Social

The event was delivered by SharpFutures, with support from Cisco, The Sharp
Project, Manchester City Council and Oldham Council. Full event report is available.
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iii) Manchester CoderDojo
The monthly open learning code sessions Manchester CoderDojo continue to
be a popular event at SharpFutures. With over 150 children, adults and mentors
coming together regularly for one of the largest coding clubs in the world,
Manchester CoderDojo offers an ideal space for parent and children to learn and
play with technology in an inspiring setting.
Run by a team of volunteers, the free sessions include a variety of activities for a
wide

range

of

ages,

experiences

and

abilities.

Software

used

includes Minecraft, Scratch and Python and the children use laptops, tablets
and Raspberry Pi computers donated by Google. Young people between 5 and
17 years learn how to code, develop websites, apps, programs and games. In
addition to learning to code, members meet like-minded people, show off what
they’ve been working on and share ideas. The average age of participants at
Manchester Coder Dojo is 10.4 years and there is a 60:40 split between boys
and girls.
Each session is oversubscribed, with a waiting list to attend every month – there
are just over 450 people registered with the event overall. Many of the volunteers
have also widened the local offer and set up additional Coder Dojo events across
areas such as Bolton, Burnage, Wilmslow and Wythenshawe – aiming to reach
as many young people as possible.
“SharpFutures as the lead partner in facilitating Manchester CoderDojo
at The Sharp Project are invaluable, as Manchester CoderDojo is run
entirely by volunteers. By allowing the event to expand and develop with
more and more young people able to develop their coding skills, we
became the largest CoderDojo meeting in the world”
Steven Flower, Manchester Coder Dojo

It’s incredible how the Manchester Dojo
has grown so rapidly. I visited it recently
and I was extremely impressed with the
way it is run. They have got the ethos
exactly right.
Eugene McDonough COO from
CoderDojo and Hello World
Foundation
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iv) Hit, Miss or Maybe?
In Spring 2014, SharpFutures was commissioned to deliver a series of industry
events by the National Apprenticeship Service, which were hosted at The Sharp
Project.
The Hit Miss or Maybe? events were aimed at employers across the Creative Digital
sector - from Broadcast and Production, through to Web Development, IT and
programming- who have either directly recruited an Apprentice into their business, or
considered the possibility of hosting an Apprentice. The event captured the
experiences of different employers, exploring the common themes and challenges
across the group.
The roundtable discussions brought together invited industry leaders to examine the
expectations of young people in the workplace, and how this emerging millennial
workforce can be managed alongside developing new business in a growth area. Key
themes included:


How have the opportunities for new entrants changed in our workplaces, after
two years of national investment into Apprenticeships across the Creative Digital
sector?



Has this changed the way we develop skills in our workforce, or do the
challenges constrain our ability to make the most of the investment?



Moving forward, what have we learnt about what skills we actually need to invest
in, and how they can help grow our businesses? Do we have the skills we need
in the North West?
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The follow up event developed these discussions further, and explored the
critical elements of the education-to-work transition for young people into
Creative Digital. Full event report is available upon request. The event was
attended by a variety of Creative Digital members, including:

ABF Pictures

ITV Production

Adapt Studios Ltd

Manchester Creative Studio

BECTU

Manchester Evening News

BrightFuture

National Apprenticeship Service

Business in the Community

Noise Festival

Code Computer Love

Pixel Kicks

Creative Skillset

Playground Squad UK

The Drawing Room

The Manchester College

Digital Next

The Sharp Project

Exceptional Solutions

The Space Project

GM Chamber of Commerce

Social Capital Ventures

Hyper Island

Tangerine PR

Job Centre Plus

Talent Match

The Work Programme

The White Room

Manchester City Council

UK Fast
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We NURTURE the best potential
talent we find through employment
opportunities and real working
experience.
Offering a range of opportunities including apprenticeships, placements and
volunteering, the SharpFutures Talent Pool nurtures transition into work, responding
to the growth of digital jobs, and the fluctuating needs of micro and SME Creative
Digital businesses.
The social objective to build this capacity from deprived communities through growing
talent creates a two-fold process:
i) to develop sector ready skills for young people, and
ii) to meet the demands of a supply chain in a growing marketplace.
Alongside the continual growth of The Sharp Project, and the opening of The Space
Project in West Gorton both contributing to the city’s Creative Digital sector,
SharpFutures continues to evolve the Action Research, and respond to the needs for
the Talent Pool model to:
• to increase engagement of micro businesses in the development of skills;
• to increase capacity for micro businesses and SMEs through increased access
to supply chain
• to provide valuable work experience and talent development in a sector
notoriously difficult to access
• to develop a Talent Pool of new entrants to support delivery of services to key
clients, including The Sharp Project.
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i) Talent Pool - Apprentices
Over the last year, SharpFutures have been training and developing the inaugural
pool of five Apprentices, across a range of skills areas, to respond to the immediate
skills gaps. This group of young people have demonstrated their potential for
developing careers in the Creative Digital sector, with the support of the
Apprenticeship. Their development has consisted of work-based learning supported
by accredited training, mentoring within their discipline and a network of support for
their pastoral and professional development.
Each of the five Apprentices have completed their apprenticeship with SharpFutures
and have progressed into career pathways in the sector. This 100% success rate in
the first year, is a compelling testimony for the model SharpFutures has developed
through the Action Research, and the company intends to expand these models to
achieve greater results in the coming twelve months. Full details in Appendices One.

I was so proud to see our very first apprentice, Lauren Kelly, all grown up and ready
to take a job at Digital Next.
Sue Woodward, Founder of The Sharp Project and The Space Project.
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SharpFutures continued to recruit young people into year two based on:
•

the potential ability to do the job

•

the social impact of the SharpFutures employment on the individual’s
learning

•

the suitability and adaptability of the individual to market needs, particularly
their ‘saleability’ to SMEs and Micro businesses in the sector.

ii) Talent Pool
SharpFutures have also created sustainable pathways for a number of the Talent
Pool Volunteers. Recognising that not all potential young people are ready or suitable
for an Apprenticeship route, SharpFutures have built a Talent Pool of individuals who
are looking to:
 find an entry point into the industry they have not been able to alone
 get more experience in their chosen area in Creative Digital
 develop their networks, with the intention to develop future connections and
employment in the sector.
Currently, the Talent Pool database includes:


109 young people who are actively seeking to gain work experience and
entry points into a Creative Digital career



Three quarters of those registered are from the Manchester City Region
area, with about half registered as Manchester residents.



Those who are outside the City Region area, have indicated that they are
registered with a Greater Manchester educational institute, such as
Manchester College, Oldham College, MMU or Salford University.



There are approximately a dozen Talent Pool individuals actively working on
SharpFutures programmes through year two.



There are currently 508 subscribers to the Talent Pool newsletter, which
shares opportunities, developments and updates.



And finally, there is a core team of volunteers who have graduated to the
Talent Pool, who have a mixture of paid casual work and volunteering
experience with SharpFutures or other companies at The Sharp Project.
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From an initial work experience with SharpFutures, individuals have been able to
identify pathways that create sustainable options for future career paths.
In particular, there are two cases of clear pathway progression from Talent Pool
Volunteering into a career pathway. Both Kerry Parker and Dom Corry have
developed their foundation of skills through the Volunteering with SharpFutures, and
have worked hard to become a member of the SharpFutures Apprentice team in
2014. Further details in Appendix One.
Looking to the future, the outcomes from the initial Action Research have
demonstrated that there are key factors in the success to developing young people
into the Creative Digital market.

iii) Development of Talent Pool Services
In the first year, SharpFutures offered a wide range of skills from production running
to web testing and back end support. Responding to growth and market need, and the
opportunities for SharpFutures to continue to feed the pipeline of skills, two key areas
have emerged which are becoming the focus of future Talent Pool development:
1.

Social TV and Digital Content

2.

Production Services

SharpFutures at the CreateUKskills celebration event, July 2014.
Tom Rothwell, Dinah Caine, Emma Barry, David Abraham, Susan Woodward, Rose Marley (l to r)
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These areas of development are at a point of convergence in knowledge and
production, and are significantly able to support and demand a steady flow of new
entrants. SharpFutures have actively developed the instrumental relationship with
Creative Skillset, who are delivering round two of the Employer Ownership
programme for the Creative sector from 2014 to 2016, supported by HM Government
with Employer Ownership funding. This partnership will support the next phase of
development for a sector ready Talent Pool, whilst continuing to deliver against the
objectives of developing skills with maximum social impact.
With the support of the Creative Skillset partnership, focusing on the
development of the Talent Pool in these key areas, SharpFutures
are able to continue the Talent Pool to refine the models and test
the optimum conditions for developing Talent Pool in these areas.
This will include the conversion of the work experience opportunities
into a 12-week Placement programme, to quality assure Talent Pool
outputs.
SharpFutures will now look to the next phase of development, and test the conditions
to maintain the qualitative skills output for the sector developed through the
Apprenticeship and Placement Talent Pool programme, in a more cost effective, time
efficient way.
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We GROW through the sale of our
business products and services with
clients who are looking for a socially
responsible product with high
production values.
We do this by building opportunities and capacity in the Creative Digital sector,
developing business partnerships, collaborations and increasing profits to enable a
sustainable future.
SharpFutures Clients

i) The Sharp Project and The Space Project

SharpFutures continue to deliver PR, Marketing, Social Media, The Campus
Members Club, Events Management, Front of House & support services to The Sharp
Project and at the newly opened Space Project since Spring 2014.

ii) Peugeot 308 launch
In November 2013, SharpFutures was commissioned by global events management
company WRG, to create and manage a Social Media campaign for the live launch of
the new Peugeot 308 to the network of Greater Manchester Peugeot car dealers. The
launch event took place over two days, and across three Manchester locations.
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SharpFutures delivered a series of strategic pre-scripted tweets highlighting specific
features of the cars punctuated by real-time, high quality event photography, vine
videos, sound bites and observations in the lead-up to and during the event itself.
The team consisted of communicators, photographers, videographers and members
of the SharpFutures Talent Pool, who together attended to three locations over two
days - ensuring maximum up-to-the-minute coverage throughout the event.
The SharpFutures team were all proactive, positive and aimed at achieving the best
results which have been exactly what we wanted.
Jessy Gill, New Business Manager, WRG

iii) Production Services
SharpFutures continues to build the relationships with Production and Broadcast
partners through the Talent Pool model – providing key production services, as and
when the need has arisen for dedicated skills.
The company has been working with a number of resident and visiting clients across
The Sharp Project and The Space Project to provide a range of skills including


Administration and Book Keeping



Production Running



Graphic Design



Event Production and Management



Social Media Management



Film Editing



Photography
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Over the last 12 months, the client pool has widened from 16 clients in Year One, to
25 Creative Digital clients across the sites in Year Two, demonstrating a 43%
increase in Talent Pool service requests. This growth includes tenants and visiting
productions, who have worked with and directly hired Talent Pool services from
SharpFutures, including:
ABF Pictures

Tunafish

80Hertz

Neillson Reeves

Mighty Giant

Zemap

FutureEverything

Aequitas Forensics

Mount Pleasant

Amandas Catering

Stonecross Films

Tiger Aspect

Project Simply

Eon Reality

BrickHouse

Childrens BBC

Intelesant

AppLearn

Digital Next

Future Artists

This development is testament to the opportunities provided by SharpFutures in
helping to Seed, Nurture and Grow talent and skills for the Creative Digital sector.
It’s also validation of the important role played by both The Sharp Project and The
Space Project in safeguarding and developing the TV production industry in
Manchester and the contribution made by the Creative Digital sector to the wider
economy.

SharpFutures have been providing support services to The Sharp Project portfolio
for a couple of years now, and during this time their assistance has been invaluable
across the production and broadcast content created with clients. These young
people have helped me in particular to facilitate the requirements of both tenants
and production companies alike.
They get involved with a wide range of tasks, which can cover anything from tenants
support, helping productions with the loading and unloading of the Wardrobe
departments on a drama; ringing the bell on the floor; to helping manage the
logistics of a busy crew on site.
John Mariner, Client Liaison Manager, The Sharp Project
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3. Performance

SharpFutures has continued to dynamically respond to the constitutional
commitments made by the company in the Community Interest Company
Statement of Intent. Approaching the needs of the company with an
entrepreneurial,

learning

attitude,

SharpFutures

has

expanded

on

the

knowledge and experience it has to create awareness and develop pathways
into the Creative Digital sector.
Using the Seed, Nurture and Grow model, SharpFutures has worked to increase the
impact and intervention where it has identified a skills gap, or initiated discussion to
develop pathways to address issues. From year one, these measures have included:

SharpFutures Social Impact Performance
1. To create and sustain careers in the Creative Digital sector

i. The completion / delivery of

All five have completed their Level Three

five Manchester residents

Apprenticeship:

as Apprentices



Two have progressed into employment
in the sector



Three have progressed into a career
pathway with SharpFutures, supported by
a Level Four programme of study

Careers in Creative Digital: 100% success rate
to market from activity in Year One.

ii. The increase number of

A total of twenty five companies have worked

Creative Digital employers

with the Talent Pool to date, and continue to

trialling young people

request the services of the Talent Pool.

through Talent Pool
This demonstrates a 43% increase in service
requests.
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2013

2014

5

21

Pupils engaged through CDED

103

337

Workshops delivered for CDED

20

100

Talent Pool – Apprentices

5

7

Talent Pool – Volunteers (active)

80

96

Registered interested for the Talent Pool Newsletter

70

508

Talent Pool Clients returning for services

16

25

Creative Digital businesses engaged in the delivery of

11

19

iii. To increase the volume of activity inspiring
Creative Digital careers

Creative Digital Experience Days delivered (CDED)

SharpFutures activity

iv. To engage with and educate the education establishment about the sector
Delivery of services to the following schools and colleges:


Burnage Academy for Boys



Parrs Wood High School



Co-operative Academy



SEETEC



Gorton Education Village/Cedar
Mount



St Matthews RC High School



St Paul’s RC High School



Loreto High School



St Peter’s RC High School



Manchester Academy



The Barlow RC High School



Manchester Communication
Academy



The East Manchester Academy



Manchester Enterprise Academy



Trinity High C of E High School



MCMA



Whalley Range High School for Girls



Newall Green High School



William Hulme Grammar School



Newall Green Sixth Form



Wright Robinson High School
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2. To build capacity and opportunity across the sector from deprived
communities.
SharpFutures has expanded its outputs from Year One – both directly through the
Creative Digital Experience Days for staff and pupils; and create a wider awareness
of the Creative Digital sector through local work clubs, housing trusts and community
groups.
Working with the expanding expertise across The Sharp Project team and Associates,
SharpFutures have been able to create additional economic impact for local business,
and open access for young people into industry trends across the Creative Digital
community – such as Digital Forensics, UX and Gaming.

3. To open access to talent from a wide social background.
SharpFutures recognises the need to respond swiftly and effectively to the growing
skills gap for the Creative Digital sector. The developments to increase the numbers
of sector ready workers for the market are assembled under the Nurture
developments with Talent Pool, and look to support individuals into pathways in
Creative Digital.
SharpFutures actively seeks to employ and offer experience to individuals from a
wide social background. This is achieved through ensuring a minimum of 70% of the
young people employed come from the most deprived Greater Manchester
postcodes.
SharpFutures promotes to the local schools, Manchester College and where relevant
organisations such as the ‘Yes Group’ (Northwoods Housing), Factory Youth Zone
and Gorton Youth Club to ensure as many local young people as possible are
afforded the opportunity to work within the sector.

4. To produce local economic wealth and to grow the Creative Digital Sector in
the UK.
SharpFutures continue to invest in the Talent Pool of new entrants, feeding the needs
of the growing sector with skills that are ready to be employed across the sector.
SharpFutures have continued to build an impressive portfolio of clients, who have
directly bought services, to reflect their commitment of working with a sociallyresponsible model. From the network of SME and Micro businesses based at The
Sharp Project, to those agencies who have sought the services of a Creative Digital
agency who balance the delivery of high production values with a socially responsible
product.
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Over the last twelve months, the SharpFutures client list has widened from 16
industry clients returning for services, to 25 Creative Digital clients across the sites, as
well as a number of visiting productions and shoots, who have worked with and
directly hired Talent Pool services from SharpFutures.
SharpFutures have also created a series of secondary economic impacts from its
activity, through the commissioning of workshops and services for the Creative Digital
Experience Days and Digital Teapot conference.
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By submitting the 2014 figures SharpFutures has made its first appearance on the
RBS SE100 Index, which tracks and measures the data, performance and outputs
from Social Enterprises across the country. The entry submission from SharpFutures
in September 2014, put SharpFutures firmly in the Newcomers category, which when
measured against the North West region, and in the category of Education and Youth,
SharpFutures are placed:
#1 ranking for Social Impact
#5 for size of Organisation against Social Output
#10 for growth of Organisational Impact against Social Outcomes.
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Moving Forward
Through the Action Research, and having identified the key growth areas for
development – Social Booster and Production Services – SharpFutures have built
a portfolio of clients, and a sound reputation for developing great entry level Talent to
feed the growing pipeline of skills needed by the sector.
SharpFutures will continue to expand this client list across 2014/15 to develop
sustainable client accounts, building partnerships, and increasing profits for future
sustainability. This will be supported by the partnership developed with Creative
Skillset to develop the model for content creation and production.
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4. Financial Summary

SharpFutures Manchester CIC

April 2012 to March

April 2013 to March

2013

2014

Total Income

£221,201

£254,078

Total Expenditure

£163,821

£203,757

Profit for Purpose

£57,380

£50,321

Company Trading

The second year surplus trading for SharpFutures illustrates that while the
financial growth has been minimal, this correlates with the significant growth
and expansion in the Social Impact demonstrated throughout this report.

SharpFutures Manchester CIC is a limited company by guarantee of members with
charitable objectives.
SharpFutures is registered as a Community Interest Company at Companies House
meaning that all assets are locked and there are no shareholders or dividends to pay.
It is set out in the Community Interest Company Statement of Intent that
SharpFutures exists:
..to build the capacity of deprived communities through nurturing, education
and growing talent to enhance and expand the Creative Digital Sector in the
UK.

It is set out in the constitution that all profits are to be redistributed back into the
company to deliver on the Statement of Intent above.
Abbreviated accounts published in December 2014 at Companies House.
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5. Targets

This last year has demonstrated the necessity to identify the balances needed both
as a Social Enterprise and as a business. The period of 2013 to 2014 has created
these models, tested the viability for business and made the investments to capacity
build the outputs and structures, so that moving forward the company can expand
its activity, and increase the projected turnover into 2015.
SharpFutures has a proven track record of delivering the structures to support the
transition of a new entrant into a sector ready employee – in 2012/13, the inaugural
Apprentice team of five new entrants, have all successfully migrated into
employment and career paths across Creative Digital.
This investment of a 12 to 18 month Apprenticeship ‘to market’ individual Talent
Pool members, is demonstrably successful, as well costly and time consuming for
the employer. A more light touch intervention for transforming SharpFutures Talent
Pool into sector ready new entrants - with IAG and skills support alone – has not
been as effective, especially when a number of key factors determine that success:
age, experience, specialist skills, and opportunity.

In response to these findings, the next phase of SharpFutures development
aims to test the conditions to maintain the qualitative skills output for the
local ecology developed through the Apprenticeship programme, in a more
cost effective, time efficient way.

Moving into Year Three, SharpFutures will look to analyse the conditions needed to
determine the optimum parameters needed to prepare an individual for the
workplace in Creative Digital, develop a good work ethic, professionalism and
platform of creative digital skills for future clients. The key to these developments
will be to achieve these outputs cheaper and faster than before.
This will begin with recruiting additional Apprentices, increase in the number of
volunteer opportunities, and embed a Placement programme into the Talent Pool
offer for new entrants into the sector. Each of the offers will continue to deliver the
following:
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To access opportunities in Creative Digital that new entrants have not been
able to alone



To gain more experience in their chosen area in Creative Digital



To develop their networks of peers and industry specialists, with the intention
to develop future connections.

The programme also creates the opportunity to ‘quality assure’ the members of the
Talent Pool, develop a platform to assess skills in a non-critical work environment,
and widen the pool of SharpFutures Talent Pool, both for an expanding client base,
and feed into the sector as new entrants.
Finally, the ambition of this Action Research is to establish a model of evaluation to
consolidate the position of SharpFutures in the sector as the Creative Digital agency,
with social objectives, and industry standard outputs.

1.

To continue to deliver the service contracts for The Sharp Project, and
The Space Project.

2.

To nurture the Talent Pool model and increase the number of
apprentices and placements to provide greater capacity for the
Creative Digital community

I.

Ongoing skills audit of the Talent Pool members, and capacity
build pathways to the industry with local and national partners;

II.

Create an awareness campaign to potential clients /
champions of these services across the Creative Digital sector.

3.

To invest the resources from the Creative Skillset programme to
continue the development of the Talent Pool, and focus on the areas of
Social Media and Production Services

This investment will increase the capacity and reach of SharpFutures Talent
Pool over the next 24 months with the following outputs:
1.

15 Apprentices, both Level 3 and Level 4, delivered across 2014 to
2016. These opportunities will last for 12 months to 18 months
across the company services.

2.

33 Placements delivered as four cohorts from Autumn 2014 to
Spring 2016.
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These actions will refine the ‘resources’ SharpFutures have to deliver its objectives,
and enable a more streamlined and efficient method of:
1.

Increasing the Talent Pool supply chain;

2.

Establish a Talent Development program including placements as a
programme as a pre-entry to the Apprenticeship and pathways for graduate
placements.

3.

Consolidate the offer to the volunteers (job seekers and graduates) joining
the Talent Pool;

4.

Develop the nature of the discussions with industry partners who support the
delivery of the programmes to schools, colleges and the Apprentices, and

5.

Explore models of mixed economy income to support activity.

To date, SharpFutures have been able to successfully identify viable employment
pathways for the Apprentices and wider Talent Pool members into the sector. The
next challenge is for SharpFutures to capacity build the offer with industry, so that the
pathways for future Talent Pool are developed with similar outcomes.
In addition to these internal developments at SharpFutures, there are a number of
external actions that are in development:


SharpFutures has confirmed the delivery agreement with The Sharp Project and
The Space Project until October 2015.



Creative Skillset have confirmed funding for 2014/2015 to further support and
develop the Talent Pool in region of £204,918 through the Employer Ownership
of Skills pilot, with the same level of funding anticipated across 2015/2016.



Both private and corporate sponsorship is being sought to match and capacity
build the delivery of the ‘Nurture’ programme.



SharpFutures will continue to work with the National Apprenticeship Service to
support delivery across the Creative Digital sector.

Finally, this Action Research will look to analyse and measure the following factors to
improve effective delivery of the aims:
i.

Test the financial viability of the Talent Pool model at scale.

ii.

Measure the critical milestones for the model to develop a sector ready
Talent Pool, and crucially, the transition into marketable skills.

iii.

Analyse the Social Impact of the Action Research through robust evaluation,
verified by external models of impact measure.
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6. The Board

Abbreviated accounts published in December 2014 at Companies
House.

i) Governance
Ian Kennedy
Chair, SharpFutures Manchester CIC
Vice President, Technical Operations, Cisco International Limited
David Sharrock
Financial Director, SharpFutures Manchester CIC
Chief Executive Officer at WRG Live
Susan Woodward, OBE, FRSA
Founder of The Sharp Project and The Space Project, and Creative Digital
Champion for Manchester

ii) Operational
Rose Marley
Co-founding CEO, SharpFutures Manchester CIC
Lee Stanley
Co-founding Managing Director, SharpFutures Manchester CIC
Professor Malcolm Garrett, RDI, FISTD
Creative Director at Images&Co, Ambassador for Manchester School of Art,
and Co-curator of Design Manchester
Paula Crosby
Company Secretary, SharpFutures Manchester CIC
Executive Members Support Team Manager / Senior PA to Deputy Leader at
Manchester City Council

Pro Bono Support
Particular thanks to Judith Watson and Philip Coen from Social Capital Network for
their continual support and advice.
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7. Appendices

APPENDIX ONE
Below is a summary of the initial apprentices that have graduated in 2014:
Name: Lauren Kelly
SharpFutures role: Level 3 Front of House Coordinator
Pathway: Purchase Ledger Clerk, Digital Next
Lauren was the first Apprentice recruited at SharpFutures, after deciding that college
life wasn’t for her. She worked across the Front of House at The Sharp Project, as
well as Talent Pool her skills with businesses across the building. During this time she
decided that Accountancy was her calling and has focused her development on book
keeping. Lauren moved on from the SharpFutures team in March 2014 to join Digital
Next at The Sharp Project as Purchase Ledger Clerk. Lauren lives in Newton Heath..
Name: Tom Rothwell
SharpFutures role: Level 3 Apprentice Production Runner
Pathway: Level 4 Apprentice & Assistant Stage Manager
After working on the shop front in Retail, Tom joined the SharpFutures team in
October 2012 as Apprentice Production Runner. During his L3 Apprenticeship, Tom
has worked across the productions at The Sharp Project – from Tiger Aspect, ABF,
StoneCross and Mighty Giant, as well as the businesses based in The Sharp Project.
Tom is progressing into a L4 Apprenticeship as Asst. Stage Manager across The
Sharp Project Portfolio. Tom lives in Moston, Manchester.
See Appendix Two for full case study
Name: John Chorley
SharpFutures role: Level 3 Apprentice Web Developer
Pathway: Games Developer, Playground Squad.
John always knew he wanted to make games, and since leaving school, he has
worked hard to gather the tools that he needs to fulfil his ambition. During his time
with SharpFutures, John was able to focus on developing his skills, and have a clear
progression pathway into his dream job. After completing his L3 Apprenticeship with
SharpFutures, John has joined the team at Playground Squad as a Games
Developer. John lives in Wythenshawe, Manchester.
See Appendix Three for full case study
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Name: Dan Walsh
SharpFutures role: Level 3 Apprentice Production Runner
Pathway: Level 4 Apprentice & Graphic Designer / Web Developer
Dan joined the SharpFutures Apprentice team in 2012, after deciding that University
wasn’t the right route for his development into the Creative Digital Sector. Dan has
worked alongside the Branding and Communications team at The Sharp Project and
developed the print, communications and front-end website across the portfolio, as
well as Talent Pool his services to the network of Graphic Design tenants at The
Sharp Project. Dan continues his development with SharpFutures, as a L4 Graphic
Designer and Web Developer. Dan lives in Levenshulme, Manchester.
Name: Danny Moore
SharpFutures role: Level 3 Apprentice Marketing Executive
Pathway: Level 4 Apprentice & Social Media Executive
Deciding that University wasn’t the right place to get a hands-on experience in
Marketing, Danny joined the SharpFutures team and has developed the
communications and Social Media channels across The Sharp Project portfolio, as
well as deliver client briefs for Jaguar, Peugeot and SharpFutures events Digital
Teapot and CoderDojo. Parallel to his role at SharpFutures, Danny is developing his
freelance portfolio and client base across the sector. Danny lives in Wythenshawe,
Manchester.
Below is a summary of the new apprentices recruited in 2014:
Name: Kerry Parker
SharpFutures role: Talent Pool member
Pathway: Level 3 Apprentice Production Runner
Kerry has been a vital member of the Talent Pool team for the last 18 months,
working in Front of House as well as with the network of companies at The Sharp
Project, alongside developing her Photography skills. Kerry left the Work Programme
in April 2014 to join the Apprentice team as Production Runner, and aspires to be a
Drama Producer. Kerry lives in Newton Heath, Manchester.
See Appendix Four for full study
Name: Dominic Corry
SharpFutures role: Talent Pool member
Pathway: Level 3 Apprentice Production Runner
Dom has recently joined the SharpFutures Apprentice team as Production Runner,
after been a part of the Talent Pool for 12 months volunteering on events and
productions at The Sharp Project. Previously Dominic signed off Job Seekers
Allowance last year to work in Hospitality while finding his way into the Production
Industry. Dom lives in New Moston, Manchester.
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APPENDIX TWO
Case Study: Tom Rothwell

Tom was raised in Moston, North Manchester and joined the SharpFutures team in
October 2012 as a Level Three Apprentice Production Runner. Whilst at college, Tom
developed passion for media and film making and wanted to get a foot into the door of
the Creative Digital sector.
However, like many young people in Tom’s position, getting work experience in this
industry was difficult so to earn money; Tom worked on the shop front in retail. This
meant that whilst Tom had no direct experience in Creative Digital, he had the
customer service skills and more essentially, the right attitude and work ethic to thrive
with SharpFutures.
During his apprenticeship, Tom has worked across the productions at The Sharp
Project – from Tiger Aspect, ABF, Stone Cross and Mighty Giant, as well as the
tenant businesses based in in the building. During this time, Tom has developed his
skills in production running, customer service, AV support, events organisation,
photography, rotoscoping and facility management.
Through these opportunities, Tom has developed a specific passion for broadcast and
can now see a direct career path in Production, which he will embark on, to pursue
his career to become a director in the future.
On completion of his Level Three Apprenticeship, Tom has progressed onto a Level
Four course as Assistant Stage Manager. This has set Tom onto his chosen career
pathway, and become a part of the Client Liaison team across The Sharp Project
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portfolio. Tom works closely alongside the Client Liaison manager, providing direct
support for productions and businesses.
It’s been great to see Tom Rothwell grow and develop into his role and to
see how far he has progressed during the time he has been here. When a
production comes on site Tom is now an important member of TSP team,
helping improve the experience they have during their time here. He will now
share this learning with the newbies coming into the team this year.
John Mariner, Client Liaison Manager, The Sharp Project.
Most recently, Tom has been Highly Commended in the ‘Runner’ category of
Broadcast TECH Young Talent Awards, in recognition of his work both at The Sharp
Project and The Space Project, at a national television industry awards ceremony
at BAFTA’s headquarters this November.
Tom has flourished into a highly effective member of the support team at both
facilities, acting as a point of contact for productions including Sky Living’s Mount
Pleasant, Channel 4’s Fresh Meat and the BBC’s World’s End, as well as countless
other shoots. Resident production companies have also frequently hired Tom
independently, fulfilling an important objective of SharpFutures’ unique Talent Pool
model. Tom has also gained recognition for his ability to embrace opportunities in
creative aspects of his role, particularly photography.
The apprenticeship has given me the opportunity and skills to get my foot in
the Production door with direct work opportunities. I’m taking on more
responsibility as I have progressed to a Level Four apprenticeship and in
terms of production work, and I am now a better runner as I understand the
role and responsibilities more thoroughly. This will help gather the
experience and network across the sector, which is great for my portfolio.
To be acknowledged for an award in such a vibrant industry packed with
talent is just amazing, though what’s more exciting is the opportunity I’ve
been given over the past year to find my way along such an exciting career
path.
Tom Rothwell, November 2014
Representing the only company without a physical base in London to be shortlisted in
the Broadcast TECH Talent Awards, Tom’s recognition is a testament to the
opportunities provided by SharpFutures and its role in helping to Seed, Nurture and
Grow talent and skills for the Creative Digital sector.
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APPENDIX THREE
Case Study: John Chorley

John always knew he wanted to make games, and since leaving school, he has
worked hard to gather the tools that he needs to fulfil his ambition. Although he knew
what he wanted to do, John was uncertain how he could create a career out of the
passion he had.
John, like many young people, was unclear about what the Creative and Digital
sectors meant, and was always under the impression that he had to choose between
a creative or an IT role. He had previously been running a YouTube channel, creating
gaming ‘How to’ guides in the form of screen casting and video tutorials. The channel
became a huge success, with over 2000 subscribers, confirming his ambitions to
have a creative and technical role.
During his time with SharpFutures, John was able to focus on developing his
technical and web development skills to create a solid foundation in his knowledge.
By being in the right environment, John was also able to develop a clear pathway into
his dream job. He soon learnt that technological developments meant that his
passions were not as unobtainable as he though, and began to refocus on his life
time ambition of a career in gaming.
After completing his L3 Apprenticeship with SharpFutures, John has joined the team
at Playground Squad as a Games Developer.
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“For a long time, I gave up wanting to work with video games, because
there was simply no related jobs in Manchester, and so I changed my career
to be a web developer, there's always someone who needs a website right?
There is a lot of money to be had in developing websites, and even
mentioning that I'm a web developer gets people asking me questions.

When I started working for SharpFutures I had no idea that it would open up
the career path for me that I had always wanted. If I didn't work for
SharpFutures, I wouldn't have found out about the games design
apprenticeship with PlayGround Squad, and it would still be a dream I have
had since I was five years old.

I play video games all the time, so this apprenticeship is an excellent match
for me, not only do I get to play games, but I'll also be working on creating
them. With the next generation of consoles here, it’s one of the best times to
get into the industry.

SharpFutures has been the stepping stone to help me get ready to realise
my dreams - they have been an excellent team to work with this past year,
and I thank you for an excellent year.”
John Chorley, March 2014
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APPENDIX FOUR
Case Study: Kerry Parker

Kerry, who lives in Newton Heath, has been a vital member of the Talent Pool team
for the last 18 months, working in Front of House as well as with the network of
companies at The Sharp Project, alongside developing her photography skills. After
leaving college with A-Levels Kerry had a part time job in a bar and struggled to find
full time employment.
Through Kerry’s reliability and work ethic that she displayed during an initial period of
volunteering with SharpFutures, she become a regular member of the Talent Pool
team. Kerry was soon providing vital support in front of house, customer service and
running support in the building, as well as producing digital content on Tumblr for
SharpFutures and her own portfolio.
Kerry has also been expanding her work experience on productions, working with
Mount Pleasant and ABF Pictures as a wardrobe assistant, casting assistant and
most recently as an advert locations runner.
The opportunities and insight into Creative Digital have allowed Kerry to experience a
variety of roles in this sector that she would normally not have encountered. Kerry
continues to develop her skills in the workplace, and understand the demands of
working with production companies and facilities. She hopes to build her experience
in running and production management, and explore the possibilities of career in
production. In April 2014, Kerry left the Work Programme to join the Apprentice team
as Production Runner, and aspires to be a Drama Producer.
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